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Exploring significant aspects of what is living and dying within
a global social transformation
How do you enhance what is living in your organization, enliven individual potential and manifest a healthy social environment?
In the last decades, the world has radically changed. Fast technological developments have brought the possibility of global interconnectedness
and a new level of transparency. Little can take place hidden in some far corner of the world. We have become ever more aware of extreme
situations of poverty, inequality and marginalization worldwide. The overload of information is difficult to digest. Cultural identities have mixed.
Systems and societal norms no longer hold. And opinions take precedence over real-life facts and truth. Although human interconnectedness
and social awareness have grown, the steady destruction of natural resources - all for power and economic growth - poses a real threat to the
planet.
We as complex human beings can either continue the planet’s destruction or step into a new relationship and understanding of what life is all
about, bringing healing to the earth.
“WSIF Network Summit 2021: Living in Between Spaces” is an invitation to enter into an exploration of the vitality and potential of what lives
within us, between us, and around us.
The 4-day Forum will take place at the Goetheanum in Dornach - with live streaming of panel discussions, online access to keynote lectures, and
on-site regional Summit Hubs around the world co-organized with our partner organizations. We will discuss the pressing issues in the time of
COVID - upholding our freedom as individuals, fostering equality as a global community, and nurturing service in economy. Through shared
conversations on Social Threefolding and Climate Action, as well as open dialogues on Leadership, Vulnerability and Commitment, we trust that
we can respond to the serious wake-up call of our time.
With this intention, we at the World Social Initiative Forum warmly invite you to enter into living in between spaces with us and courageously
make the radical shift in paradigm and practice in order to turn destruction into co-creation.

Building a Living Network
Building a Living Network as a living organism in which each independent entity is recognized in its singularity, while gaining value through its
interconnectedness with the whole.
Open forum on Leadership
Leadership emerges from self-leadership as the ability to access and act from a place of authentic wisdom. Leaders encourage others to lead
from their own individual capacities while holding the vision of the interrelated whole. They are able to know themselves, name themselves and
be themselves.
Open Dialogue for Vulnerability
Vulnerability is the birthplace of leadership and authenticity. It builds courage and creativity. No act of authentic leadership or artistic process
comes about without being grounded in vulnerability. It implies feeling into the unknown potential of endless possibility.
Open Space for Commitment
Commitment is being true to one’s own unique self in relation to everything around. It implies actively stepping into and taking up a common
purpose with others, thereby enabling the independent solitary human being to be an agent of the interrelated whole.
Workshops in Dornach
Workshops by Dottie Zold (USA), Joan Sleigh (ZA), Simone de Picciotto (DE), Annette Massmann (DE), Sergio Gaiti (IT), Jean- Michel Florin (FR)

The healthy social life is only found, when in the mirror of each human soul,
the whole community finds its reflection, and when in the community,
the virtue of each one is living.
RUDOLF STEINER

WORKSHOPS AT THE DORNACH HUB

W1: From Freedom to Fraternity: Sergio A. Gaiti
Is freedom in Entrepreneurship in conflict with Fraternity in the Economic Sphere? Can they live together? Why should they and How could
they? Let’s look at Steiner insights and develop our own perspective on current events, economic conflicts, and possible innovative ways to
develop new social questions and new entrepreneurial communities in the 21st century.

Sergio Gaiti was born in South America in 1987 but lived many years in the USA, then graduated at the University of Parma in Italy with a thesis
on Rudolf Steiner's Social Threefolding in 2011. He also obtained a Master of Business Administration in Paris with a thesis on Business Ethics
and a master’s degree in Finance in Milan. Sergio has studied and developed the social thought of Rudolf Steiner, Anthroposophy, and
threefolding as an active member of the Anthroposophical Society, the Youth Section in Italy and around the world. His professional experiences
include management, marketing and organizational culture. He currently works as a strategic consultant and trainer for companies and
organizations as well as a lecturer on “Anthroposophy in Business" in the Master’s Program of the Faculty of Philosophy at the University of Milan.
He will start working as Managing Director of Casa Andrea Cristoforo in Ticino, Switzerland from September 2021.

W2: How to develop Resilient Agriculture and Food Systems through the Example of Biodynamics: Jean- Michel Florin
The covid-19 crisis has cast a strong light on humanity’s disconnection from nature, and its consequences for our health and the health of the
earth: climate change with huge weather catastrophes, loss of biodiversity and social chaos.
In this workshop we aim to diagnose the current ecological, social and spiritual situations, so as to design and support suitable initiatives for
resilient agriculture and food systems.

Jean-Michel Florin finished with a degree in Agriculture and Nature Protection. He also studied Goethean Science at the Goetheanum in
Dornach. He is a trainer and teacher for the french Biodynamic Association (MABD) as well as a co-leader of the Section for Agriculture at the
Goetheanum and a member of the Goetheanum leadership. He gives courses and lectures about biodynamics, plants, landscape and social
questions worldwide and his contributions are publishedÂ in different magazines and books.

W3: Hit the Beat - In Rhythm we meet: The power of community and diversity in togetherness - Musical Improvisation: Simone de Picciotto
We will experience nonverbal communication with music using special instruments or objects such as drums, gongs, sansulas, shrutibox,
monochord, wah wah tubes, singing bowls, steeldrums, djembes and more. Every participant can contribute with their own musical culture and
skills - however musical requirements are not necessary - everyone can find their place; all instruments can be used by absolute beginners.
Through improvisation we practice mindfulness, awareness, empathy and creativity. Soft tones as well as dynamic sounds are possible. We will
create beautiful compositions and have a lot of fun!
If you would like to bring your own instruments with you, you are very welcome. The workshop is also based on insights from experiencecentered music therapy with musical improvisation. If the group is large enough and wishes to, singing can be included.

Simone de Picciotto has spent her life on several continents - originally American she spent her childhood on the east coast of the USA, her
youth in Germany and followed by her working life in Israel, Russia, Namibia and Germany. Her intercultural and interreligious family comes from
Italy, Romania, Syria, Egypt, USA and Germany. As a music teacher, Waldorf teacher for 23 years, school mediator, music and sound therapist,
rhythm coach, trauma and emergency educator, Simone creates continuous "hit the beat events". With musical, creative and artistic instructor
strategies she inspires and lives intercultural dialogue. Simone also works as a teacher for adolescents with special challenges at Ziegelhütte,
Michaelshof e.V. in Southern Germany. In 1999, she founded Hit the Beat in an anthroposophical institution for adolescents with special
challenges in Germany.

W4: Creating a Healthy Social Organism - Mindfulness and Activism: Dottie Zold
A workshop on grassroots organizing that builds bridges beyond the economic, political and cultural sectors that divide us, as well as
strengthens the capacity of our civil society voice. By uniting with others, we arrive at the question “What are our shared values, and how can we
realize freedom, choice and human dignity in such a polarized world?”

Dottie Zold, co-founder of Elderberries/ALIANT Alliance creates space for youth encounters and intergenerational communities and healing
through practical work and conversations.She met Rudolf Steiner’s work at 29 and her first book was Archangel Michael His Mission and Ours.
She founded Elderberries Threefold Cafe in 2008 after seeing the Youth Section housing at the bottom of the Hill in Dornach and is cofounder
of the Have Seeds Initiative House in Los Angeles, Urban First Aid - Art As Medicine, the How We Will forums that take place each year in
different parts of the United States and ALIANT Alliance. She has led youth to Moral Monday Los Angeles, Standing Rock, the Poor People’s
Campaign: A National Call for Moral Revival, cooking meals for the March Against Monsanto events and works with homeless youth and adults
with special needs. She is now building a second threefold cafe/cultural hub “Elderberries Biodynamic Outpost” in Chicalgo in collaboration
with Thresholds - a live-in high school for youth who have aged out of the foster care system.

W5: Ideas and Practices on How to Enhance Cooperation and Co-working in the World: Annette Massmann
Departing from concrete practices, I would like to come into an exchange on how a resource oriented approach, referring to local knowledge,
building on existing capacities, could lead towards strengthening initiatives.

As Managing Director of the GLS Future Foundation for Development, Dr. Annette Massmann is responsible for the general management of the
foundation as well as donor relations and the allocation of funds. In her work she focuses on connectedness with people, their perspectives,
visions and their specific resources. GLS Future Foundation for Development is currently working in 18 countries with 77 project partners. The
focus of the cooperation is on organic/biodynamic farming, emancipatory education, holistic health, self administered microcredits and
renewable energy, human and environmental rights. This has resulted in a global and at the same time locally anchored, practical network of
socio-ecological "Agents of Change".

PAYMENT OPTIONS
150 CHF - Forum ticket
Includes: Access to the whole forum, accommodation in the Birseck School
from 4th - 8th August 2021, all meals (4 dinners, 3 lunches, 4 breakfasts).

REGISTER (onsite)
(Click here)

Online Attendance
100 CHF - Supporter price (donation)

REGISTER (online)

50 CHF - Conference ticket (true price)
20 CHF - Sponsored (with request)

(Click here)

ABOUT THE WORLD SOCIAL INITIATIVE FORUM
The World Social Initiative Forum works out of an understanding of the human being as a spiritual, physical, and social being, wherein each
individual creates with others, a world in which every person can freely unfold individual potential; can connect with others based on equality,
empathy, and trust; can contribute to a sustainable economy in service of the needs of others; and can care for the vitality of the earth as a living
organism.
WSIF organizes Forums and Web-Seminars to enhance the unfolding of individual potential, creates spaces of encounter, and highlights diverse
practices pioneered by individuals and initiatives, in addressing global challenges through local engagement.
Founded by Ute Craemer and Truus Geraets in 2000, it is a project led by Joan Sleigh since 2015 and associated with the Section for Social
Sciences at the Goetheanum. It has organized over 20 Forums in 5 continents, is co-working with 80 network partners, and has regular Public
Web-Seminars and Network Meetings available online.
Forum Organizing Team
Milena Kowarik (Austria, Switzerland) - Joan Sleigh (South Africa) - Nicole Asis (Philippines) - Juan Bottero (Argentina)
- Ami Cochrane (Australia, Japan) - Janne Bierens (Netherlands)

Accommodation
Rudolf Steiner School Birseck, Aesch,
2.9 kms from the Goetheanum, by car: 6-minutes, by train (Aesch
to Dornach-Arlesheim): 3 minutes, by bike: 10 minutes, by foot: 35
minutes

Venue
The Goetheanum is located in Dornach near Basel in Switzerland.
The Goetheanum serves as the center of the worldwide
Anthroposophical Society and the seat of the School of Spiritual
Science.
With approximately 150,000 visitors annually, nearly 200

Meals

conferences of varying sizes, and a diverse offering of cultural

Speisehaus, in front of

events, the Goetheanum is dedicated to serving the spirit of the

the Goetheanum.

time with a thoughtful, human-oriented approach that can respond
to the manifold and pressing inner and outer questions of the day.

Contact
For inquiries, contact us at contact@wsif.org
For more about the World Social Initiative Forum, visit www.wsif.org
Facebook + Instagram + YouTube: @worldsocialinitiativeforum.org

